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	Logo wydziału: 
	logo uczelni: 
	Group4: Wybór1
	Semester: [Fall Semester]
	Title in foreign language: Microeconomics
	Course Title: Course title:
	Course title in Polish: Course title in Polish:
	Title in polish: Mikroekonomia
	Total classroom hours: Total course hours:
	Text12: 45
	ECTS: ECTS
	Lecturer: Lecturer:
	Points: 6
	Name and Surname: Anna Wildowicz-Giegiel
	Text17: Prerequisite(s):
	Wymaganie wstępne: Principles of Economics
	Text20: The objective of the course is to give students the ability of: extending their knowledge on the fundamentals of microeconomics referring to market mechanism, its determinants and structure, along with the theory of consumer and producer behaviours. 
	należy wspomnieć o metodach dydaktycznych: 1. Introduction: Definition of „economics”; The concept of scarcity and the issue of economic choices; Production possibilities frontier,2.  Supply and demand on individual markets: The concept of market mechanism; Demand and supply curve; The market equilibrium;3.  Elasticity of demand and supply.4. Enterprise as an economic entity: A theory of the firm and competition; The difference between revenue, income and profit; opportunity cost; The concept of entrepreneurship. 5. Utility and consumer behaviour: The concept of total and marginal utility; The law of diminishing marginal utility; The law of equal marginal utilities; Substitution and income effect; Consumer equilibrium; The paradox of value; Consumer surplus. Geometrical analysis of consumer equilibrium.6.  Theory of capital: The concept of economic resources; Factors of production; 7. The role of human capital, Intangible resources and their structure8. Theory of production and marginal products: The production function and its properties; total, average and marginal product; Marginal products and diminishing returns; Returns to scale; 9. Analyses of costs: The concept of total and marginal cost; The link between production and costs. 10. Theory of innovation: The concept of innovation; innovativeness at the micro-and macro level; The ways of its measurement; The concept of technological progress: substitution and independent technological progress. 
	Text22: Topic – content summary
	Text23: Knowledge, Skills
	Text25: Introduction into microeconomics 
	Text26: The student has knowledge of problems undertaken in economics; knows the basic economic categories
	Text27: Theory of market mechanism; Theory of production factors (topics 1,2,3)
	Text28: The student knows the economic terminology, uses the economic language; uses microeconomic categories
	Text29: Theory of market mechanism; Theory of production factors; The role of human capital and innovativeness in production processes (topics 2,3, 6,7,8,9,10)
	Text30: The student is able to describe the basic relationships between the basic economic categories.The student is able to discribe the basic microeconomic categories; understands microeconomic language ; speaks using familiar economic terminology
	Text31: Forms and conditions of credit: Presentation of the paper on the selected topic.
	Text32: 06.04.2020
	Text33: Anna Wildowicz-Giegiel
	Text34: Theory of consume; Theory of producer; Theory of fim
	Text35: Knows the principles of business entities functioning, including the principle of rational behaviour, is able to determine the goals of entities with different types of ownership, is able to properly analyze the causes and course of specific processes and recognizes the complexity of socio-economic phenomen
	pozostaw pusty: 
	Language course: Language of the course: English


